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VIRAL SKEPTIC

Tester: Mike Cushionbury × Age: 47 × Height: 5’10” × Weight: 155 lbs. × Inseam: 32”

O

ne thing is for certain, the new Viral Skeptic is not your
ordinarily hardtail. And before you get huffy about that
weird looking black box nestled in the bottom bracket
junction, it’s not an electric motor but a 12-speed internal
gearbox made by German company Pinion. Add in some
titanium tubing painted hot pink, 27plus wheels, a 140 mm
travel DVO fork and a Gates CenterTrack belt drive and you
get one tough (and unique) customer.
Viral came to fruition last year as a rebrand of Domahidy
Designs, which was founded in 2014 by namesake designer
and engineer Steve Domahidy, who is also a co-founder of
Niner Bikes and still holds a share. “Viral is a small company
I just launched last year after throwing out two years worth
of work on Domahidy Designs—I rebranded it to Viral but
effectively started over,” he says.
The Taiwan made frame is beautifully executed with clean
welds and a seat tube port to accept an internally routed
dropper post. Geometry is all-mountain slack with a 67 degree head angle. Mate that to 3.0 inch Terrene Chunk Light
tires (it will also fit standard 29 inch wheels) and you get a
confident, kick-out-the-jams trail feel. Additionally, because
the gearbox is at the bottom bracket junction rather than the
traditional position of the rear hub, the bike feels ultra stable
and much more lively than you’d expect. No complaints in
the handling department, and the trail feel of titanium is a
welcome throwback to the glory days of the magic metal.
Obviously, the biggest attention grabber is the gearbox. There are 12 tightly packed gears with a range of
600 percent. That’s a 100 percent increase in range over
the new SRAM Eagle and wider than Shimano 2x11
XT and XTR. Gears are evenly spaced at 17.7 percent
(standard drivetrains vary widely), and multi-gear shifts
are as instantaneous as a single shift. It’s also worth
noting that front and rear cogs can be swapped to
different sizes if the gearing is too high or too low for
your riding conditions. Another advantage is that the

gearbox, while adding about a pound and a half over a
high-end geared system, is virtually maintenance free—
all you have to do is change the oil (which is very easy)
every 6,000 miles or once a year, whichever comes first.
Does a wider gear range, no derailleurs to fuss with and
almost zero maintenance sound too perfect? There is one
quirk to the system: Like all internal drives it can’t be shifted
under load. Upshifts can be achieved by partially reducing
power, but downshifts need a full momentary pause—trying
to jam a gear change won’t work because the shifter locks
out. It’s not difficult to adapt to but can become bothersome
on technical east coast climbs where momentum, power
and, often, forced shifts are key to getting up and over stuff.
On long, consistent climbs the shifting is less noticeable.
The more unpredictable the terrain the worse it gets. You’ll
need to plan your gear selection well in advance of sections
that need short bursts of power and shifting.
Allowing Domahidy, who is a huge fan of the Pinion, to
retort, he says, “In my experience, having ridden the drivetrain for well over a year now, I can shift in a split second,
even on an uphill, with little loss of forward momentum, and
on extreme elevation changes it’s a benefit as I’m able to
shift multiple gears at a time with zero drawback for doing
so. That’s a compelling argument yet one I’m still not sure
about in the long run. But, he also added that the Skeptic is
an all-mountain hardtail aimed at the consumer who simply
doesn’t like maintenance or has a bad habit of destroying drivetrains. It has a five-year warranty on the frame
and Pinion box. He also added that buyers are using it for
bikepacking because of the totally sealed drivetrain and belt
drive system.
Maybe Domahidy is onto something here, since the first
production run of Skeptics sold out. And one thing’s for
sure, no matter how skeptical you might be, it’s certainly not
your ordinary all-mountain bike.

Price: $4,999 (frame with Pinion
12-speed P1.12 gearbox and shifter,
Pinion aluminum cranks, Gates
CenterTrack belt and cogs, tools and
oil for first oil change)
Sizes: S, M (tested), L, XL
Online: viral.bike.com
Reach: 16.1”
Stack: 25.4”
Top Tube: 23.9”
Head Tube: 67°
Seat Tube: 73°
BB Height: 12.25”
Chainstays: 17.1”
Wheelbase: 45.2”
Weight: 31.6 lbs. w/o pedals
Specs based on size tested
Plusses
+Beautiful craftsmanship
+ Confident handling at speed
+ Very wide gear range
Minuses
- Pinion gearbox is not for every
style of riding or rider
- Unable to fix a broken belt on
the trail
- Long wheelbase can make tight
switchbacks tricky
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Reality Tested Product Reviews

FREE RADICALS:
BIKES THAT PLAY
BY THEIR OWN RULES
By Eric McKeegan

A

s mountain bikes continue
to evolve there seems to be
a sameness developing. A
sameness we haven’t seen since
the heyday of the NORBA hardtail.
This isn’t to say these bikes are
not absolutely stellar machines
capable of transporting
your terrified carcass
There are some very interesting excepacross all kinds of
tions to that sameness, and we gathered
terrible terrain, but it is up a group of them. Are these bike “betgetting hard to discern ter”? That all depends on what trips your
the difference between trigger. We do know that each of these
brands and bikes of
bikes takes its own path, and maybe that is
various designs.
a path you’d like to explore.

The roots of this bike go back to one of the first
brands to embrace 29 inch wheels, Niner. Viral’s
owner, Steve Domahidy, was one of the brains
behind launching that brand. After leaving Niner,
Domahidy worked on bike designs for a few other brands before launching his own, Domahidy
Designs. Domahidy bikes were well-thought-out,
but their conservative designs would not have
won them a spot in this group of bikes.
Those conservative bikes didn’t make much
impact on the market, so Domahidy changed
both the name and focus of his brand. According to Domahidy, Viral is, “going to work on the
very edge of cutting edge, creating bikes that
are at once exhilarating to ride and beautiful to
look at.” Ascetics are always up for debate, but
few can argue that the Skeptic isn’t pretty edgy.
With a Pinion gear box, belt-drive, Ti frame,
and clearance for 29x2.5 or 27.5x3.25 tires, this
is a hardtail with a lot going on.

CANNONDALE BAD HABIT CARBON 1

The Bad Habit might be the most “normal” of
these bikes. The plus tires aren’t exactly new at
this point. Cannondale’s single-pivot with flexstays are also not a new idea. A mixed carbon
fiber main frame and aluminum swingarm isn’t
breaking any new ground either. The geometry
is pretty conservative for a 120 mm trail bike. So
why include it?
That fork. The Lefty. Even after a decade and
half of production, riders are still very curious.
Lots and lots of riders have never spent any real
time on one. And to be absolutely correct about
it, the Lefty isn’t even a fork at all. It is a strut.
Cannondale has always done things its own
way, and even though it closed its U.S. production facility years ago, the bikes haven’t become
carbon copies of the rest of the market.

SALSA WOODSMOKE 29+ XO1

Elevated chainstays had their heyday in the
‘90s, and I’ll admit to being as surprised as
anyone else to see them return to production
bikes. Trek’s Stache started the resurgence,
and Salsa picked up that ball and is taking a run
with it. The Woodsmoke, like the Stache, uses a
standard chainstay on the non-drive side and a
highly elevated drive-side stay. The stay is high
enough to clear a front derailleur with the smaller
(27plus and 29 inch) wheel options.
The bright paint doesn’t hide the odd lines
of this bike, but in there is function behind this
form. Those super-short chainstays are combined with a slack head angle and long top
tube for modern trail bike handling. The big
front triangle is designed to maximize space
for a large frame bag for backcountry adventure. Can one bike do it all, from weeknight
group rides to weeklong bikepacking trips?

JONES PLUS

Jones bikes have never been anything but different. Jeff Jones is a man with a vision, and
when the industry went all-in for full-suspension trail bikes, Jones kept developing what
he calls “high-performance non-suspended
bicycles.” The Plus is the second production
bike from Jones, the other is the “standard”
29er, as if there was any way to call a Jones
“standard.”
Unlike most other 29plus bikes that try to
minimize chainstay length and wheelbase,
Jones embraced both. The chainstays are
a loooong at 19 inches, and the fork has an
astounding 76 mm of offset matched to a 67.5
degree head angle. These angles are paired with
very short reach numbers for both sizes (24 and
25 inch top tubes) due to the slack 71 degree
seat angle. Can all that length still add up to the
magical ride that put Jones on the map?
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TREK FARLEY EX 9.8

Full-suspension fat bikes are still not common.
Carbon-framed full-suspension fat bikes are
even more rare. Carbon fiber, full suspension
fat bikes with 27x3.8 tires are only found at
Trek dealers, at least for now. I’m just glad
Trek didn’t give this wheel size another name,
such as “27.5 fatplus.”
This is a very well spec’d bike, with carbon
wheels and handlebar, dropper post, and
SRAM 1x11 and Guide brakes. In fact, other
than the somewhat anemic-looking Bluto fork,
this bike is very similar is design and spec
to a Fuel EX, including Trek’s entire suite of
acronym-laden suspension designs.

SE RACING OM-DURO

SE Racing has been building bikes a long
time. Over 40 years at this point. The OMDuro is far from the first bike SE has made
that falls outside the “normal” zone. BMX
bikes with 29 inch wheels, BMX fat bikes,
inexpensive urban fixes—SE is never afraid to
stick its neck out.
The OM-Duro isn’t without precedence.
This model name was used for a similar 26
inch BMX/MTB hybrid, the OM Flyer Enduro.
The OM-Duro goes even further down the
mountain bike wormhole with 27plus tires,
disc brakes and dropper post routing.

